Speaking for Dr. Greene's former students, I would like to extend our sympathy and warmest wishes to the Greene family. The essence of Harry Greene's life was a consistent search for what was true, real, and meaningful in life and science, with little concern for images. This led him to hold personal value standards that differed in some ways from those held by others. In his scale of values, his family obviously meant a great deal. The genuine interest which he took in the families of many of us who worked under him and his willingness to share some of his own family life with his students spoke eloquently of the important place that family occupied in his life. So Jean, Judy, Susie, and Missie, we wish you well and hope that you will let us include you in our families in the years ahead as Harry and you did for so many of us. Now I would like to recreate a little bit of what it was like to be a student of Dr. Greene; and what this has meant to me subsequently. When our class first encountered Harry, 13 years ago, in the second-year pathology course, it was apparent to all that he was no ordinary professor or doctor. His message to us in the introductory lectures was a clear challenge to get involved in a meaningful search for knowledge. The challenge was delivered in his unique spirit and style so that it was impossible to be indifferent. This is what made him such an effective teacher. He had no problem with a generation gap. He forced the students to respond, and the range of responses was something to behold-from determination to accept the challenge, to open-mouthed disbelief. To illustrate how his message was delivered, I recall his response to a student's question as to which textbook he should read to learn pathology. Harry's colorfully worded caustic description of each of the standard textbooks elicited considerable merriment. But it was also clear that the proper way to use a textbook was to make observations from your own cases, and then read about it in the book. Whenever you discovered something in the book that wasn't true, tear out that page, and replace it with your own, based on careful personal observation. Before long, you would have a worthwhile loose-leaf textbook! For those tempted to accept Harry's challenge, the already established Yale legends about him gave an enticing promise that apprenticeship to him would not be dull. The commonly accepted explanation of why he wore khaki clothes instead of more elegant professional garb was that disguising himself as a janitor allowed him to escape from taking visitors on timeconsuming tours of his department. This task was one of the many faithfully executed by Dick Sutphin, who along with Betty Harvey, have performed excellently and with great loyalty in Dr. Greene's laboratory for many years. Another Greene legend carefully recorded in such august chronicles as The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal was his testimony to the government commission investigating the relationship between smoking and cancer. Harry suggested that scientific conclusions based on statistical analyses could prove many interesting things, such as that watching naked women caused one's hair to fall out since a statistical survey conducted at burlesque theaters had revealed that most of the men in the front row were bald.
For a student who chose to work with Harry, the reality exceeded the legends, and the lessons were invaluable. The emphasis in research was placed on personal responsibility and observation. Although Harry always had time to help if needed, he did not interfere. Each student had plenty of opportunity to make mistakes. The message again was clear. Making mistakes was inevitable, but recognizing mistakes was vital. In the laboratory, a sound emphasis was placed upon developing a good idea and testing it for truth and value with the resources at hand. It soon became apparent that accumulating multi-thousand-dollar research equipment was not a prerequisite to doing research, but that careful and painstaking observation, using whatever one had to work with, could produce significant data. The defense of one's scientific observation rested not upon what equipment had been used, but how the equipment was used.
Stressing quality and content over quantity and packaging was carried over into all aspects of Harry's personal life. It was rapidly imparted to the student. He carried a brown-bag lunch with him simply because it was the only way he could have Cornish game hen sandwiches at noon, and the fact that these delicacies came from his own farm in Podunk added greatly to the enjoyment. The student quickly learned about the differences in bourbon, and found that Jack Daniels Black Label or Wild Turkey really did make a difference in the enjoyment of life.
Harry Greene's scientific accomplishments are and will continue to be widely known and respected, but for those who worked with him he will be remembered most for his unforgettable spirit, style, and approach to science and life which has clearly marked us for the remainder of our lives. If part of immortality is helping to upgrade the essential nature of being a human, then Harry Greene's immortality is assured. From the experience of working with him and knowing him, his many students acquired insight and the courage to seek what is true and meaningful in investigation as well as living. This approach will stay with us and hopefully is being transmitted to our students at many places, and through them to future generations of physician scientists. Although the so-called scientific facts that each of us discover will pass away or be altered by subsequent findings, the approach to truth exemplified by Harry Greene is timeless. For the opportunity to share this insight with him, all I can say is: Thank you, Harry.
